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Abstract
Perhaps one of the most highly ‘situated’ forms for 
Research through Design is where the context is personal—
autoethnographic inquiry. In this short pictorial we discuss 
five tools which enable forms of self-inquiry around sleep and 
wellbeing, created by undergraduate designers to investigate 
bedtime routines, personal scheduling of time, focus, sleep 
data, and sleeping in non-traditional places. 

Introduction
These projects are covered in detail in a DIS 2020 full paper 
[12], from which this pictorial is adapted. Here we illustrate the 
projects and concentrate particularly on the ways in which they 
relate to issues around Research through Design (RtD) in situ, 
and the context of student sleep.
First-person research in interaction design and HCI [4, 13] 
is increasingly of interest to researchers. A range of projects 
address autoethnography techniques, and include artefacts 
themselves which may take a RtD approach. There are parallels 
with self-tracking and the idea of personal/reflective informatics, 
but also, practically, projects such as Dear Data [15], and 
practices such as bullet journaling [1], have brought attention 
to the use of designed artefacts or ‘systems’ (we might even 
call some of them probes) as a way for people to notice and 
make sense of patterns in their own lives, particularly around 
wellbeing. The potential of ‘self-probes’ (better name needed!), 
as tools designed primarily for self-inquiry by someone (who 
might also be the designer, or might not), is interesting; the 
artefacts created could build on the wide variety of innovative 
probes that exist [18], from the playful and intentionally open-
ended [e.g. 7], to the speculative [e.g. 5], to more quantitatively 
data-driven [e.g. 9], but be tailored directly to the context and 
needs of the person doing the inquiry. 

Montage of images from all five projects. Clockwise 
from top left: Making Time, Lego to Sleep, 
FocusWatch, Sleep Armor, Forest of Sleep.
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A personal context: students’ sleep
Via a prompt developed in collaboration with Philips, the healthcare technology 
company, five junior (3rd year) design students explored the context of student 
sleep, and wider issues of wellbeing and mental health in relation to sleep 
[16], over eight weeks. The context was not simply the act of ‘being asleep’, 
but more ecological: a recognition that the wider environments (physical and 
digital) and other contextual aspects of people’s lives, beyond sleep itself, are 
connected, systemic, and important elements to investigate rather than solely 
considering sleep in isolation. While chosen partially for convenience and to 
enable self-inquiry by the students, studying sleep ecologies in the context of 
student life is not without wider applicability; over 60% of US students have 
been categorized as poor-quality sleepers [14], and there have been a variety 
of HCI projects addressing student sleep tracking [e.g. 17]. While we did not 
seek to produce exhaustive ‘systems’ mappings of factors influencing sleep, the 
students were initially asked to pay close attention to their own sleep routines 
for five days, and then list and map factors which they felt were relevant to their 
sleep experiences in order to identify opportunities or avenues they wanted to 
explore further. Many factors interrelate with work and stress and the scheduling 
of classes, but some have more universal applicability. Phones—often the first 
thing looked at on waking, and the last thing looked at before sleeping (as also 
noted by Rodgers et al [17]), with “so many responsibilities tied” to it, socially 
and in relation to work, were present a lot in the mappings.

In this in-situ context for RtD, we intentionally did not start our brief with a 
literature or precedent review: we wanted students to explore their ideas 
through grounded self-inquiry. Each student chose to focus on particular 
elements of sleep ecologies important to them in their own lives, or which they 
saw as interesting to study among their peers. The five projects progressed 
through stages of development, with feedback from a Philips design team, to 
arrive at outcomes which each addressed different contexts in the student sleep 
and wellbeing ecology:

● Visualizing and re-framing the time/scheduling aspects of wider 
lifestyle habits and routines: Making Time, Tammar Zea-Wolfson
● Tracking and visualizing focus and distraction, particularly 
tackling ‘all-nighters’: FocusWatch, Antonio Song
● Pairing a Philips sleep monitoring app with encouraging / 
tracking ‘bedtime routines’ physically: Lego to Sleep, Jackie Chou
● Visualizing sleep data from a fitness tracker in a more qualitative 
and experiential way, using VR: Forest of Sleep, Erin Ryan
● Investigating & enabling sleeping in non-traditional physical 
environments: Sleep Armor, CJ Walsh

Each project uses different technologies, but all adopt an RtD stance in their 
approach to using design as a form of inquiry into the context.  

In Making Time, Tammar focused on how maintaining her own sustainable 
sleep practices required scheduling, yet products such as alarms and calendars 
do little to address longer term needs or patterns. Exploring open-ended 
circular interfaces which might help people imagine longer cycles of time, 
Tammar created probes comprising an easel with two disks, one stationary and 
another motorized (with variable rate of rotation). Two participants lived with 
and annotated the devices using dry-erase markers and a journal over a 3-day 
study, with the prompt: “This is a tool to help you think about how you plan your 
time. You can use it anywhere and anyway that is helpful to you.” Building on 
insights from these trials, the final artifact maintains enough ambiguity to allow 
a user to assign their own meaning—the disk rotates once per day, triggering a 
music box-like analogue audio reminder; unlike an alarm clock or phone alarm, 
the artifact doesn’t communicate where you are in time or presume urgency. 
The sound is soft and singular, simply acting as a physicalized intention of 
a daily practice the user wants to attend to, from going to bed or turning off 
screens at certain times, to calling a loved one.



With Focuswatch, Antonio was interested in college cultures of sleep, 
specifically “all-nighters,” which, in his experience have “become an inevitable 
part of the campus culture.” Antonio tested his and his peers’ commonly 
held understanding, by tracking his own ‘focus rate’, during a 9-hour period 
between midnight and 9 AM. By reviewing his browser history he found that 
he was only around 26% productive when ‘working’ overnight but much more 
effective after having had a full night’s sleep and starting working at 6AM 
instead. The Focuswatch app for the Apple Watch, which Antonio developed, 
works in conjunction with a Google Chrome extension monitoring browser 
tabs, and displays either a smooth clay ball that becomes dented, or a clear 
sheet of crystal that becomes progressively more shattered when browsing 
patterns steer predominantly towards “non-productive” sites, giving real-time 
feedback on focus rates in a non-obtrusive, metaphorical [11] interface.

Jackie’s Lego to Sleep Bedtime Routine Kit explored the role of pre-bed 
routines in healthy student sleep. Observing his own routines immediately 
before bed, and talking to others, he noticed how taking care to follow a 
skincare regime, connect with loved ones, send emails, or read a book had 
different effects on the perceived quality of his own sleep. He developed a 
game-like physicalization of the routines, with different numbers of points for 
different activities represented through colored Lego bricks building up to 
produce a physical pattern each day, to support more intention and awareness 
of routines. The kit could then be linked to the existing Philips sleep app, which 
uses quantitative data from a brainwave-measuring headband, to give people a 
hybrid and more holistic experience of their sleep routines.

Erin’s Forest of Sleep offers a different approach to how self-tracking and 
personal informatics data captured by devices such as Fitbit might support 
better sleep habits if quantitative data were represented in a more qualitative 
format [10]. In observing her own sleep patterns, she noticed it was often 
difficult to remember how long or well she had slept even a few nights before. In 
interviews with peers she found many students likewise couldn’t recall previous 
nights of sleep. Erin found the current data visualizations from tracking devices 
provided primarily short-term quantitative feedback and wondered if there might 
be space to display this same data in more qualitative ways that maintained 
engagement over time. Exploring how different metaphors might be used to 
map the data of many nights of sleep into a digital environment, she arrived at 
the idea of wandering through a VR ‘data landscape’, with one tree representing 
each night of sleep, in which a person might ‘visit’ previous weeks and months 
of sleep noticing differences and patterns perhaps prioritizing healthful 
sleep more. She built a ‘design language’ of how each night’s data could be 
expressed throough changes in the tree’ appearance (leaves, shape of the tree) 
through a participatory drawing exercise with fellow students [3]. The result is a 
unique personal experience, generated from someone’s own sleep data.



Reflections on the projects as RtD in situ
These projects each use insights from the autoethnographic phase of work, 
translating them into a ‘product’ or artifact at differing levels of resolution, but 
the artifacts embody and preserve directly the focus on supporting self-inquiry. 
These projects’ scope, the methods used, and the kinds of ‘studies’ run with 
participants were constrained by their primary role as part of a taught, assessed 
class rather than being conventional research projects—however, they can 
be seen to form proofs of concept for further investigation. There are insights 
useful for work around sleep and the factors relating to it, but also more broadly 
around the potential for combined ‘suite’ kits of autoethnographic tools for self-
inquiry in situ around topics as being an appropriate way of generating insights 
for designers as well as for participants themselves. 

For example, a person (or a household) experiencing sleep issues, or just 
interested in exploring patterns in their sleep and wellbeing, could use existing 
self-tracking devices for sleep in conjunction with new ways to visualize the 
data (e.g. Forest of Sleep), and a FocusWatch-type visualization to explore 
online behavior, and then patterns could be identified—do you sleep differently 
after working late into the night? Making Time could be used to observe and 
notice rhythms in one’s life, and plan and schedule rest or sleep as something 
important, to look forward to and pay attention to, perhaps in conjunction 
with particular routines established and supported by Lego to Sleep and its 
connection to sleep-tracking devices and apps. Other kinds of probes such 
as ways of recording particular moments or subjective experiences, could be 
incorporated to build a bigger, connected system for self-inquiry. This richer 
picture of people’s lives would be of greater value to designers as well as to 
the self-inquirers themselves. We draw parallels here with project by Philips 
themselves, van Kollenburg et al’s ‘family toolkit’ project [9] around baby data, in 
particular the use of physical data-loggers whose meaning is user-configurable, 
in a similar way to the disks in the Making Time probe. 

From an RtD point of view, we are interested in exploring the idea of people 
(whether ‘designers’ or not) designing and building artifacts to do (self-inquiry) 
research themselves—taking the ideas of Dear Data and bullet journaling 
into something more explicitly ‘thinglike’—perhaps converging with the idea of 
‘Careful Devices’ [8] for health based around personal experience, and perhaps 
learning from projects such as MyNaturewatch [6] which empower people to 
build devices for exploring and learning more about the world around them, but 
directed more towards the contexts and ecologies of people’s own lives. 

We intend to explore these directions in future work building on the projects 
here, particularly around student wellbeing—including a ‘Research through 
Design’ studio class based on creating self-inquiry tools, and then swapping or 
sharing them.

CJ’s project Sleep Armor investigated the culture among his peers—and 
himself—of sleeping in non-traditional places while on campus. He was curious 
how he as a designer might support students getting more sleep as well as 
addressing the stigma associated with public sleeping. After asking peers to 
use a TaskCam [2] to record places they sleep, and re-stage configurations 
of furniture in their environments and how they would position themselves for 
sleep (e.g. using desks as sleep surfaces or chairs to prop up feet), CJ used 
foam block and other materials to create a series of objects to modify surfaces 
to be better suited to sleep, such as an adjustable cushion that could be 
strapped to the arm or used as a pillow. During a studio exhibition, participants 
used an assortment of materials to craft possible sleep solutions and annotate a 
sewing bust with points of discomfort and tension.
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